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Ultrafast excitation transfer and trapping in a thin polymer film

Mette M.-L. Grage, Yuri Zaushitsyn, Arkady Yartsev, Mirianas Chachisvilis, Villy Sundstro¨m, and Tõnu Pullerits*
Department of Chemical Physics, Lund University, Box 124, S-221 00 Lund, Sweden

~Received 14 October 2002; published 14 May 2003!

Transient absorption anisotropy of a polythiophene polymer in a thin film was studied on a femtosecond time
scale. The anisotropy has a non-exponential decay on the sub-picosecond time scale, with a fastest component
characterized by an;40 fs time constant. To simulate the anisotropy decay an incoherent energy migration
model has been used. Comparison between the simulated and experimental kinetics enabled us to estimate the
nearest-neighbor pair wise hopping time (th5160.1 ps), the fraction of the interchain aggregates (;10%)
and the structural disorder of the polymer. The initial;30 fs anisotropy decay does not originate from
incoherent hopping energy transfer but from some other relaxation among electronic excited states within a
spectroscopic unit.
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INTRODUCTION

Light emitting diodes, large area displays, micro cavit
and optically pumped lasers are some of the technolog
devices that can now be manufactured from organic co
gated polymers.1–4 To take advantage of the full potential o
this class of materials it is vital to gain a detailed understa
ing of the underlying electronic and optical processes. T
photophysical dynamics, such as transport of both neu
and charged excitations, in the polymer devices are gre
influenced by the conformational disorder and the packing
the polymer chains. Close packing and high regularity
polyalkylthiophenes have been observed to lead to high
bility of charge carriers,5 which can be an advantage in
for instance, transistors.6 For photoluminescence, on th
other hand, close packing leads to quenching of
luminescence7–9 by nonemissive or less emissive states su
as charged excitations,9–11 interchain aggregates,8,12,13 and
excimers.14

The packing of regular polymers in thin film has be
explored using x-ray diffraction,15,16 which gives a good un-
derstanding of the size of the polymer chains, the dista
between them and the organizing of the polymers into mi
crystals in the material. The excitation energy and cha
migration in thin films of different PPV’s has been model
extensively using incoherent hopping dynamics17–20and less
abundantly as a correlated quantum mechanical propaga
of an electron-hole pair coupled to a classical nucl
bath.21,22Others have predicted the polymer chain conform
tions using single molecule spectroscopy,23 while we re-
cently have investigated the conformational disorder and
citation energy migration of polymers in solution.24,25

Here we seek to predict the conformational disorder of
polymer chains in a thin film of polythiophene polymers
probing the excitation dynamics. We investigate the trans
absorption anisotropy decay in a thin film of closely pack
and highly irregular polythiophene polymers over a tim
range of 20 ps with;10 fs resolution. In general, the dy
namics of the transient absorption anisotropy provides in
mation about the motion of transition dipole moments~rota-
tion!, here particularly such which are induced by excitati
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energy migration between differently oriented chromopho
sites on the polymer chain~spectroscopic units!. Thus, from
the experimentally measured anisotropy dynamics one
receive information about the time scale of the energy tra
fer process, the length of the excitation migration path a
the conformational disorder of the polymer chains in t
polymer film. We simulate these processes on computer g
erated polymer geometries, which are generated by a
tially correlated random walk algorithm. The used model d
scribes the energy transport as an incoherent hopp
~Förster!. By these simulations the pair wise hopping tim
the extent of kinks in the polymer chain and the filling fact
of the polymer film have been fitted to the measured data
times larger than 100 fs. On the short time scale (,100 fs)
an ultrafast component with a time constant around
65 fs has been found which could not be explained in
framework of the incoherent Fo¨rster type hopping.

EXPERIMENTAL

Poly@3-~4-octylphenyl!.-(2,28)-bithiophene# @PTOPT
shown in the inset of Fig. 1~a!# was dissolved in chloroform
and spin coated onto a thin glass slide. The synthesis
PTOPT has been described by Anderssonet al.26 The time-
resolved experiments were performed using a femtosec
transient absorption spectrometer with 20–30 fs light puls
Light pulses of,150 fs duration atl5775 nm were gener-
ated by a commercial Clark MXR CPA-2001 laser syste
based on an ErF/SErF fiber oscillator and a Ti:sapphire
generative amplifier, pumped by the second harmonic o
Nd:YAG laser operating at 1 kHz. A fraction of;200 mJ
from the 900mJ output was used to pump a dual nonc
linear optical parametric amplifier~NOPA! ~Ref. 27! for gen-
eration of pump and probe pulses at different waveleng
The excitation wavelength was 500 nm~close to the PTOPT
absorption maximum 0-1 transition! with a spectral width of
17 nm ~FWHM! and the probe wavelength was 570 n
~bleaching 0-0 transition! with 32 nm width.

Both pump and probe pulses were compressed to 25
21 fs, respectively, by two glass prism compressors. T
cross correlation between pump and probe pulses was
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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as response function28 and was measured by sum frequen
generation using a 30mm BBO type I crystal. The duration
of the cross correlation was 35 fs~FWHM!. The intensity of
pump pulses were decreased to;20 mJ/cm2 by reflections
from beam splitters. The probe pulses were divided into t
sets of probe and reference pulses and the intensity of
pulse was decreased to 1% of the pump pulse intensity.
dependence on probe intensity was observed in this inten
region.

Differential absorption and transient anisotropy measu
ments were performed by setting a 45° angle between
pump and probe pulse polarizations, detecting the pr
components parallelDAuu and perpendicularDA' to the
pump polarization simultaneously but independently. B
causeDAuu andDA' were measured using components of t
same initial pulses, carrying the same fluctuations, the
isotropy r (t)5(DAuu2DA')/(DAuu12DA') was measured
with a very high signal to noise ratio.

COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

The simulations consist of two stages, first representat
of the polymer film are generated and then the anisotr
decays are calculated for the excitation transfer within a
between the polymer chains making up the film. The po
mer chains are constructed from bithiophene units@inset of

FIG. 1. The experimental~full line! and simulated~triangles!
anisotropy of PTOPT in a thin film on a 2 ps~a! and a 20 ps~b!
time scale. The structure of PTOPT is shown in~a!.
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Fig. 1~a!# using a Monte Carlo self-avoiding random walk.
the calculations the excitation is assumed to be delocal
over several bithiophenes, which form a spectroscopic u
The mean value for the number of bithiophenes per spec
scopic unit was determined to be 3.29 When building the
polymer chain, a vector assigned to each bithiophene defi
the direction of the transition dipole moment which is a
sumed to be along the polymer chain. The length of t
vector corresponds to the size of a bithiophene unit. Assu
ing a harmonic bending potential,30 the direction vectors of
the bithiophene units are selected randomly within a Gau
ian distribution. Assuming a bithiophene unit direction ve
tor the next direction vector is calculated by weighting t
old vector with three new Cartesian coordinates chosen s
rately from Gaussian distributions. The width of the Gau
ian distribution is the disorder parameter, which determin
the range of conformations for the polymers. In our case
have used the same width for all three directions. The s
chains of the bithiophenes in PTOPT induce a steric h
drance that prohibits close contact between the po
thiophene backbone~s! of the polymer chain~s!. In the pro-
gram this is implemented as a nearest distance constrain
that two non-neighboring chain links cannot be closer
each other than 4 Å, whether parts of the same polymer ch
or different chains. This distance has been estimated from
chemical structure and the crystallographic data of sim
but more ordered polymers in a thick film and in powder15

The computer realization of the film was generated add
polymer chains, unit by unit, into a small volume with pe
odic boundary conditions. Ideally the lengths of the polym
chains were;50 bithiophene units long, in accord with siz
exclusion chromatography measurements of the polyme26

However, we had to allow for shorter chains in order to rea
a filling factor resembling the realistic density of a crystalli
polythiophene in a thick film~1.05 g/cm23),15 while not
violating the nearest distance constraint.

The simulation of the energy transfer kinetics was p
formed assuming a Fo¨rster type incoherent hopping mech
nism which previously has been used with success to mo
excitation transfer in polymers.17–20,24,25Each bithiophene of
a spectroscopic unit interacts with the bithiophenes of ev
other spectroscopic unit in the polymer film. The lengths
the spectroscopic unit are based on comparison between
luminescence spectrum of the polymer in thin film with spe
tra of oligothiophenes.29 The orientation and position of th
single bithiophene within a spectroscopic unit is thus need
even though the excitation is assumed to be delocalized
a spectroscopic unit. This ‘‘line-dipole’’ approximation is
refinement of the raw point-dipole approximation, where
spectroscopic unit is assigned with just one dipole mom
and the distance given by the center of mass of the spec
scopic unit. The ‘‘line-dipole’’ approximation can be seen
a first step to use a more realistic interaction law. A mo
sophisticated approach would be using transition den
cubes, which has been employed by Kruegeret al. for calcu-
lating interactions between carotenoid a
bacteriochlorophyll.31 This, however, would require compu
tationally intensive quantum chemical calculations, wher
7-2
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the correction would not be significant.32 The theoretical and
computational method used here follows that outlined
Pullerits and Freiberg.33

The Master equation describing excitation dynam
among the spectroscopic units in polymer film can be rep
sented on a matrix form

Ṗ~ t !5RP~ t !. ~1!

P(t) is the vector of the spectroscopic unit population andR
is an N3N rate matrix, whereN is the number of spectro
scopic units in one calculation. We point out that there
more than one polymer chain in one polymer calculati
and that we make use of periodic boundary conditions in
matrix R. Equation~1! can be solved using a Green functio
formalism33

P~ t !5G~ t !P~0!, ~2!

whereP(0) denotes the vector of the initial distribution o
excitations and the Green function matrixG(t) can be ex-
pressed via the matrixR’s eigenvectros and eigenvalue
which are found numerically. After averaging over all po
sible spatial orientations of the sample volume we can
pressDAuu andDA' as

DAuu~ t !5(
i j

Ai~n rec!~112 cos2a i j !Gi j ~ t !Aj~nexc!, ~3!

DA'~ t !5(
i j

Ai~n rec!~22cos2a i j !Gi j ~ t !Aj~nexc!, ~4!

wherea i j is the angle between the transition dipole mome
on site i and sitej. The parameters used in the rate mat
~Stokes’ shift 1000 cm21 and inhomogeneous broadenin
600 cm21) are estimated from steady state spectra and
magic angle~isotropic! transient absorption decay.

The fact that the side chains of PTOPT sit on every ot
thiophene monomer on the backbone, allows for close fa
to-face packing of the monomers/spectroscopic units on
ferent chains with the distance of 4–5 Å mentioned earl
Pairs of spectroscopic units with such small distances
called interchain aggregates and are in PTOPT found to e
at longer wavelengths with a longer photoluminescence l
time than the normal non-aggregated sites.8 In this way the
interchain aggregates act as luminescence quenchers. I
simulations inter-chain aggregates are added extrinsically
‘‘traps’’ with a longer luminescence lifetime than the norm
sites and with a lower absorption and emission yield. T
hopping rate from a normal spectroscopic unit to a trap w
calculated the same way as the rate between spectros
units, whereas the detrapping rate was set to zero. The ra
tive lifetimes of both normal nonaggregate and interch
aggregate sites are taken from the literature,8 while the re-
maining level of the magic angle signal on the.100 ps time
scale determines the fraction of interchain aggregates.

The fitting parameters obtained from the simulation
the hopping time (thp), which is the Fo¨rster transfer time for
adjacent spectroscopic units in a straight line and with eq
20520
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energy, the disorder parameter mentioned above, and
fraction of interchain aggregates. The first two paramet
can be determined independently since the disorder par
eter mainly affects the remaining degree of anisotropy
long times, while the hopping time (thp) rules the overall
dynamics of the magic angle and anisotropy decays.

The computer simulated magic angle and anisotropy
cays are averaged over hundred different realizations of
polymer geometry for a given disorder parameter. For e
realization the hopping transfer is averaged over one th
sand different energetic distributions of spectroscopic un

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1~a! the first 2 ps of the experimental anisotrop
decay is shown~full line! together with the calculated aniso
ropy of a computer generated polymer film~triangles!. The
initial value of the experimental anisotropy 0.33 is consid
ably lower than the theoretical maximum for a two-lev
system, which is 0.4. This difference is most likely due to
unresolvably fast component (;10 fs) in the anisotropy de
cay. Within the first 100 fs the anisotropy decays to a va
of 0.25 with a corresponding time constant of 3765 fs.

Transfer processes with time-constants under;50 fs cor-
respond to strong electronic couplings. Consequently th
processes are not well described by Fo¨rster incoherent hop-
ping theory. This becomes apparent by the inability to rep
duce the very fast initial part of the anisotropy decay by
computer simulations, while using realistic parameter valu
Therefore we assign the fast component to a process w
occurs within a spectroscopic unit. In molecular aggregate
has been predicted that due to the coupling between e
tronic and nuclear degrees of freedom, changes in the d
calization properties of excited state may occur within
single vibrational period~e.g., 25 fs for a 1200 cm21

mode!.34,35 In addition to the changes in localization
delocalization, also the relaxation between the collective
cited states of an aggregate, in the current context a spe
scopic unit, can take place at these timescales.36,37 Processes
such as these will lead to changes in the observed trans
dipole moments and corresponding anisotropy decay. I
worth noting that in films of PDOPT, a similar but mor
crystalline polythiophene, the transient anisotropy takes
the initial value of 0.4 and decays more slowly.38 In the
following we will not further address the initial;40 fs com-
ponent of the anisotropy decay. We will focus on the kinet
after 100 fs, which can be described as incoherent hopp
dynamics.

After cutting off the first 100 fs of the decay we can u
rescaled anisotropy kinetics for our simulations. The exp
mental and calculated anisotropies are shown in Figs.~a!
and 1~b! for different time scales. The simulated anisotro
reproduces the~rescaled! experimental anisotropy very well
yielding a pair wise hopping time for two adjacent spect
scopic units of 160.1 ps. For PDOPT in solution the hop
ping time we found was approximately two times longer.24,40

This variation can be explained by the different refracti
indices in film and solution.

A typical realization of the polymer geometry as su
7-3
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gested by the simulations, is shown in Fig. 2. A small volu
of 1003 Å3 is shown featuring bits of the polymer chain
while the full lengths of the polymers typically lie aroun
400 Å, acquired in the simulations by applying period
boundary conditions. The obtained polymer geometries
semble those of PDOPT in solution, however, slightly mo
curved with a somewhat higher disorder parameter.

The presently predicted structural conformations
PTOPT in film are qualitatively different from those pr
dicted for MEH-PPV’s.25 For MEH-PPV’s it has been sug
gested that defects in the polymerization have the effec
breaking the conjugataion in the polymers,23 resulting in a
‘‘stick’’ model for MEH-PPV with stiff conjugated segment
connected at sharp angles. The polythiophene chains, on
other hand, seem to be smoothly curved. There exist no h
for a break of the conjugation in the polythiophenes; neit
by interjectional single bonds between the thiophene mo
mers nor by deformed thiophene rings. Both would resul
sharp kinks as in MEH-PPV. On the contrary, according
quantum chemical calculations32 a twisting or bending of an
intact polythiophene chain will only result in a weakening
the conjugation, i.e., a gradual loss of conjugation along
chain, but no strict geometrical segmentation into spec
scopic units. The difference may have a consequence
how well the hopping model describes the motion of t
excitation along the polymer chain for polythiophenes. T
hopping model is based on the assumption that the dip
moments are well defined by the polymer geometry. T
findings that there may not be a well defined break in c
jugation suggest that in reality a model for anisotropy de
in polythiophenes should take into account effects of chan
of the dipole moment within a spectroscopic unit.

In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! are shown the measured~full line!
and simulated~dashed line! magic angle transient absorptio
decay for different time scales. It turned out to be difficult
reproduce the energy dissipation exactly in our sim
model. Nevertheless, it is still possible to estimate the fr
tion of interchain aggregates to approximately one tenth
fitting the remaining level of the magic angle decay at tim
longer than 100 ps. A decay for a film without long live
weakly luminscent sites would reach a zero base line.

FIG. 2. A possible volume sample of PTOPT in a thin film
Distances given in Å.
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SUMMARY

The experimental transient anisotropy of the thiophe
based polymer PTOPT in a thin film has been measured u
20 ps with a time resolution of 10 fs. The anisotropy dec
within the first 100 fs was assigned to ultrafast changes in
delocalization properties of the initially created excitati
and/or electronic relaxation within a spectroscopic unit. T
ultrafast phase of the dynamics indicates the need for usi
quantum stochastic approach39 to fit the coherent-incoheren
fs anisotropies in forthcoming studies of disordered po
mers. The slower parts of the anisotropy (.100 fs) were
simulated for computer generated polymers resembling
thin film using a kinetic model based on Fo¨rster type hop-
ping mechanism for the excitation migration. The anisotro
simulations have revealed the conformational disorder of
polymer chains. Furthermore, the simultaneous simulati
of the magic angle decays made it possible to estimate
amount of luminescence quenching interchain aggregate
the film.
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